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What is WorkloadIntelligence™ DataAgent? 

DataAgent is a smart capture tool developed as a series of custom plug-

ins that can capture different variants of production system and 

workload data in Data Center environments.  The tool’s modular 

approach allows users to customize it for desired system elements and 

keep system overhead extremely low.  The plug-ins feature minimal CPU 

utilization and user defined memory usage based on buffer sizes. 

Designed with NVMe in mind, DataAgent allows users to capture more 

than just the IO packets common with generally available tools.   The 

tool can also capture admin commands so users can better understand 

their impact on system performance.  With its extensible architecture, 

Data agent will be able to capture other related traffic to provide users a 

more wholistic view of how their system performs across a range of 

events. 

The DataAgent software enables filters and triggers to capture the 

relevant data.  With filters, the user can just capture the data that are 

defined by certain conditions.  Triggers can be used to activate for 

actions on defined conditions (i.e. latency > 10ms).  The data buffers 

capture both historic and future events which can be exported and then 

visualized and analyzed with Teledyne LeCroy’s WorkloadIntelligence™ 

Analytics software.   

With the triggering capability, events of interest can be found without 

looking for a needle in a haystack.  Designed for high volume traffic, 

DataAgent is extremely efficient at capturing trace event data – see 

Figure 1.  The DataAgent plug-ins are lightweight, efficient and ready for 

production use.   

DataAgent is shipped with four distinct DataAgent plug-ins: 

1. Block Trace Collector: Captures Linux block events (blktrace 

replacement) 

2. System Statistics Collector: Captures CPU, memory, and network 

events 
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Summary 

Summarized data collection and 

capture tools for the Data Center 

can lose fine grain visibility. 

Events of interest can be like 

finding a needle in a haystack. 

As an example, storage latency 

outliers can happen in sub-

second bursts. Because most 

tools report data as averages 

and histograms, some problems 

can be hard to identify and 

correlate.  Problems can also 

span multiple layers and can be 

hard to identify and correlate.  

Teledyne LeCroy’s 

WorkloadIntelligence™ 

DataAgent coupled with our 

Analytics application provides a 

means to deal with both of these 

issues.  

Together, the applications can 

help Data Centers identify, 

characterize and solve pesky or 

hidden performance problems. 
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3. Enhanced Storage Collector:  Captures other storage information (e.g. NVMe administrative commands)  

4. SVF Pro Collector: Captures events pertinent to our OakGate SSD Test Platform (i.e. NVMe Zones) 

 

Figure 1 – DataAgent Architecture 

 

Visualizing the Captured Data with WorkloadIntelligenceTM Analytics 

Once the data has been collected by the DataAgent plug-

ins, the data can be ingested into the 

WorkloadIntelligenceTM Analytics application for 

visualization and examination – see Figure 2.  The 

application allows users to import and correlate a range of 

real-world production workload traces captured by the 

DataAgent plug-ins.  Users can review, analyze and 

synchronize data from the application layer to the physical 

storage layer. The analytics tool makes it simple to create 

advanced performance charts with an extensive selection 

of parameters.  The Analytics dashboard enables the user 

to create canvases of built-in or custom high-performance 

charts of various parameters and correlations. These charts can represent a range of hundreds of millions of data 

points to a single data point depending on the selected time range.  This charting flexibility and depth provides 

extraordinary insight into workload data never available before. 

As the amount of data explodes rapidly, analytics have become an essential tool for the corporate workplace.  

Consequently, many companies are now using the insights gained from analytics as a competitive advantage 

and/or to find hard-to-find issues.  

Figure 2 – WorkloadIntelligence™ Analytics 
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Use Case: Capturing Storage Latency Problems with DataAgent and Analytics 

High storage-layer latencies can critically impact quality of service, especially for read operations where the data 

needs to be retrieved quickly for the end user.  However, latency outliers can happen within a short burst of time 

(sub-second) and can occur infrequently.  Brute force capturing of all data for very long timeframes can be 

inefficient, impact production server performance, and be very difficult to analyze.  The root cause of Latency 

events may be IO like trims or NVMe admin commands 

DataAgent tackles this challenge by user-defined “triggering” on high latency events and then dumping all of the 

data around the trigger point.  This captured data set provide all the necessary clues that occurred before, during 

and after the problem occurred. 

Configuration 

For this analysis we utilized two DataAgent plug-ins - the Block Trace Storage Collector and the System Statistics 

Collector.  This gave us insight into block layer IOs and their correlation with system statistics (here we only 

analyze memory and CPU).  The information captured by DataAgent was brought into the WorkloadIntelligenceTM 

Analytics application to visualize and correlate the data across the layers.   

A Data Agent trigger was configured to capture high read latency events. The specific trigger setting was “IO 

Latency > 150ms && IO Type = Read.” 

We also setup exporters to export block IO storage events, CPU metrics events, and memory metrics events when 

the trigger occurs.  Since we wanted both historic and future events around the trigger point, we set the export 

policies for all events to read out 100% of what’s already stored in the buffer.  In addition, we configured the 

export to capture all the events sixty (60) seconds after the trigger point.  

All buffers were configured to 4MB, which was sufficient for this analysis while minimizing the memory utilization 

footprint on the production server.  Again, DataAgent lets users tailor the configuration for different use cases. 

 

Results and Analysis 

The following chart (Figure 3) shows the Read IO Latency vs Time. The trigger point occurs at around 118 

seconds, where we see IO spike with latency above 150 milliseconds.  Note that we captured a window of data 

around the trigger point due to DataAgent’s buffering capability, 
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Figure 3 - Read IO latency vs Time 

Figure 4 shows the Write IO Latency vs Time and Figure 5 highlights the Write IO Sizes vs Time.  

 

Figure 4 - Write IO Latency vs Time 

 

Latency triggered @ 

~118 seconds 

Large write IOs clustered 

beginning @ ~ 118 seconds 
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Figure 5 - Write IO Sizes vs Time 

The two charts (Figure 4 and 5) infer that large write IOs were blocking the queue and/or keeping the storage 

device busy, which ultimately impacted the read IO latencies. 

From the application perspective, we also captured the Active Process IDs Initiating the IOs, as highlighted in 

Figure 6. This helped us to track the processes responsible for the heavy write traffic.  

 

Figure 6 - Active Process IDs Initiating IOs 

Since we captured system statistics around the trigger point, we could also look at how they interacted with the 

storage system in and around the trigger point. Figure 7 highlights the Available Memory Over Time.  Note that 

memory drops significantly around 65 seconds, which was well before the trigger point.   

This is where the application starts getting very active, caching large datasets and eventually flushing some to 

disk, as indicated by Figure 8 Dirty Pages vs Time chart and Figure 9, the Writeback vs Time chart.  

Large write IOs sizes correlated with the 

write IOs beginning @ ~ 118 seconds 

Increased system level process IDs (between 

0-1000) beginning @ ~ 118 seconds 
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Figure 7 – Available Memory over Time 

 

 

Figure 8 – Dirty Pages vs Time 

This cascade of memory level events ultimately led to a burst of large writes to disk, which in turn overwhelmed 

the disk and causing the high read latency we observed.  

By triggering on an event condition and capturing the historic data that led up to the event across the multiple OS 

layers, we were able to see the closely tied web of interactions on the Operating System. 

Massive available memory drop 

before the latency occurs 

Dirty pages increase 

significantly  
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Figure 9 - Writeback vs Time 

Finally, we reviewed the CPU metrics.  Figure 10 highlights he CPU Utilization Over Time. It was interesting to 

note that around the time the disk became really busy, there are some drops in CPU utilization.  This might have 

indicated the CPU was blocked or waiting for IO resources.  

 

Figure 10 - CPU Utilization Over Time 

 

Summary 

Teledyne LeCroy’s WorkloadIntelligenceTM DataAgent combined with our WorkloadIntelligenceTM Analytics 

application provide customers an unprecedented deep, end-to-end visualization of their storage and system 

infrastructure.   

As evidenced by our use case analysis, we were able to determine the cause of the read latency and recommend 

remedial actions to our client.  We have also helped customers identify SQL database latencies.  Additionally, the 

System issues write backs to disk 

impeding system ability to service the 

reads leading to the read latency 

CPU utilization drops potentially 

signaling that the CPU was blocked 
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tool has identified “rogue” or unoptimized processes that were impossible to detect without the ability to zoom in 

and synchronize the graphs at low-level individual IO levels.   

We have also been able to identify inefficient CPU core allocation issues with core applications.  Our analysis helped 

customers to tune the Application and Linux block layer to achieve better workload performance.   

 

Key Benefits: 

▪ Allows vendors to trigger and capture an unprecedented “deep” level of production-level data 

▪ In combination with WorkloadIntelligence™ Analytics Permits vendors to compare performance variations 

and detail over time, and to: 

o Provide key insights on how the Data Center systems and applications are performing 

o Identify, visualize and characterize latency challenges  

o Inspect all the individual IO’s allowing troubleshooting at a deeper level hidden by averages 

o Trace from the software layer down through to the physical layer 

o Observe issues like filling priority queues which is not available in our SVF Pro SSD test software 

 

Teledyne LeCroy continues to work cooperatively with its enterprise, data center and SSD customers to ensure its 

suite of WorkloadIntelligenceTM tools delivers on the promise of providing deep capture, analytics and replay 

capabilities for characterizing and fixing real-world production workload challenges.   

For more information on OakGate products, visit https://www.teledynelecroy.com/oakgate.  

For a demonstration of our industry leading analytics and validation solutions contact us by email at 

oakgate_marketing@teledyne.com 

https://www.teledynelecroy.com/oakgate
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